
feet. Frequently on short or narrow holes, the put- layer of gravel. Complete drainage is provided by
ting surfaces are larger whereas the longer holes tile lines embedded in the gravel. These greens, if
have smaller putting surfaces surrounded with constructed properly, have a history of providing
more tightly positioned bunkers or other hazards, many years of satisfactory service and if finances
thus requiring a more accurate shot by the player. are not limited, this type green profile probably
In order to provide a variation in challenge and provides the best chance of long-term success.
interest to the player, good design should possess However, if the specifications of this green are
unique characteristics in size, shape, contour, strictly adhered to, the raw materials are often dif-
and bunker or other hazard location. However, ficult and expensive to obtain and the expertise and
adequate room for necessary maintenance practices care required in construction are very demanding.
on and around such greens require that the place-
ment of bunkers and the shaping of contours
surrounding a green insure that these operations
can be performed economically, safely, and easily as
well as be able to spread the play around the green
to prevent concentrated traffic in any one area.
The outline of any green should not contain any Turlgras

sharp turns as the pressure exerted by triplex
mowers will result in compacted, worn areas.
Severe contours or mounds are also not necessary " Root Zone Mixture

to produce a good test of putting. Instead, they '

limit cup placement and produce drought, often^ Graseet 4 hches

scalped areas.
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Profile
A number of components are used in construct-

ing golf greens. Included in these are the root I 4-inch Diameter Drain T.

growing zone, gravel layer, sand layer and tile
lines. Several profiles consisting of some or all of Figure 4. Cross section of an acceptable bermudagrass golflines. Several profiles consisting of some or all ofgn p r er an witgreen with proper sized pea gravel and without the
these components are successfully used. Figure 3 2 to 4-inch "choker" layer.
demonstrates the United States Golf Association's
(USGA) recommended green profile. Twelve to 14
inches of root zone medium overlay a 2 to 4-inchA
coarse "choker" sand layer which covers a 4-inch . .. ,
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Figure 3. Cross section of an really built Corse Sthat eliminates the 4-inch "pea" gravel nd:
2-4 inches

...,,. 4 inches
rae2-44i inch n4 inch

Subsol drain line ..- :; pea gravel

4-Inch Diarmter Drain Tke
Figure 5. Profile of an alternative method of green construc-

Figure 3. Cross section of an ideally built golf green with tion that eliminates the 4-inch "pea" gravel layer and
drainage tile, 4 inches of pea gravel, a 2 to 4-inch 2 to 4-inch coarse sand (e.g., "choker") layer. Note
"choker layer," topped with 12 to 14 Inches of the need to still use pea gravel to fill drainage line
proper root soil medium. ditches.
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